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Some thoughts on attracting new dancers

The following is an edited version of a letter sent by Andrew Carne to Helen Winkler in Toronto, after a discussion about attracting new dancers. The original (unedited) letter was published in the Ontario Folkdancer Magazine. This version differs in that it has been edited by the author to make it more appropriate for publication in Let's Dance!

To the editor, Let's Dance! magazine
Hi Helen,

Allow me to give you some background on our situation here in Tucson.

Tucson is a pretty elderly city; we are a place where many snowbirds come in the winter. In the summer, our population is around 400,000. In the winter it doubles. When I got here in 1998 there was one folkdance group in town: The Tucson Folkdance Club, which was rarely getting more than seven people. Now we have three groups (TFDC, which now focuses mainly on intermediate and advanced dances and gets around 10-15 people) The lighthouse YMCA club, which gets twenty on a bad night and thirty on a good night, and the University I dance club, whose attendance numbers vary wildly depending on the time of year). At the beginning of terms we can expect 15-20. I currently run the lighthouse club. I founded the I dance club, but was overwhelmed at work, so gave it up to another dancer about a year ago.

I have to admit I'm fairly autocratic in the way I run the lighthouse group and in how I used to run the I dance club. That is, there are no committees and I make all the decisions, but let people voice their opinions any time. This seems to work ok, although I know I can't keep everyone happy.

The University group is at least partly a fluke. In 2000, the Turkish Students' association here (which was very strong: they all went back to Turkey after 9/11) decided that they wanted to perform at our local heritage festival. One of them had taken a class with me and knew I went folkdancing so asked me to come and help. Along with another local folkdance teacher, I did a series of dance workshops with their community. First, we did a series of participatory dances. Then, with a smaller group, we also did some choreographies. The group of students that ended up being involved with this wasn't just Turks, but many of their friends, including a Colombian, a Russian, two Albanians, a Greek, a Costa Rican, etc. After the heritage festival, they decided that they wanted to have their own folkdance group. Many of them had tried the TFDC and had trouble with the group, for reasons I'll try to articulate below. About a month later we had an open house and the I dance club was born.

My other group, the Lighthouse Y club, started with a beginners class for Y members. However, it actually caught the attention a lot of former folkdancers (presumably through word of mouth), who had given up on folkdancing. Now they are back in full force. This group is actually the most stable (and fun) group in town in my opinion.

I think that the following are crucial for making a University club with young people work. I know that many of these ideas will be very unpopular with older more experienced dancers, but I feel if we can provide a venue for both kinds of dancers (as we do here) then both communities can be served. Some of these ideas I came up with on my own, some are stolen from the Old World Dance Co-op, run by Rick King in Detroit.

1) You need a quorum or cadre of people in the right age group. When a young person shows up at FD these days and sees nothing but gray hair, they have a tendency to leave. A sufficient number of young people in the group is crucial. For getting this initial group, I'd suggest (a) offering classes at the University. Contacting the ethnic clubs on campus and seeing if they'd like to learn their dances, etc. (b) it never hurts to try youth groups at the ICC, etc.

2) One thing that seems to attract younger people is the possibility of performance. If you tie participating in the recreational dancing to being an integral part of a performance troupe (but not vice versa of course), it can really help.

3) Avoid the word "folkdancing" at all costs. We use "international dance club". For some reason the term folk dancing has very negative associations for many people.

4) Take the level of dancing way down. At the I-dance club, we rarely do dances with more than one or two figures. Here's the program that I used at our last open house: Zemer Atik, Savila Se Bela Loza, Kingston Flyer, Pata Pata, Istanbul Bar, Gori More, La Bastringle, Carnavalito, Ve David and Lesnito.

The Y club is a little more advanced. I try to keep the program for that group really varied in level, with a gradual progression through the evening. My regulars know that when a new person shows up, I drop the level significantly for the first hour or so.

5) Keep the energy level of the dances higher than you would expect. Experienced folkdancers like to do a lot of slow pretty dances. New young dancers want to skip around.

6) No "crunchy" music. If you have a choice between a rock-and-roll version and a traditionally instrumented one, choose the rock-version. Once you have people hooked, then you can try to refine their tastes in music to more traditional sounds.

7) Mood lighting. If possible dance in a darkened room.

8) Couple and set dances. These tend to have fallen out of favor in most IFD communities, but they really are a draw to the under thirty crowd. (At MIT we used to offer an annual waltz workshop that was very well attended by students who wanted to learn how to waltz for their formal.) Mixers are really important.

9) Ethnic diversity. My heart is in Macedonia, but theirs is not. I really try to teach a real ethnic mix. I include dances from Scotland, England and USA (I call a couple of simple contras and squares). We've done Salsa (which was very popular) in the past years. Where possible I've tried to bring in Asian dances, although they haven't stuck very well (which is funny because many of our dancers are Asian). We still do plenty of Balkan/Israeli, but I think they like the spice. My rule is one in five dances is a couple/set.

10) If you have some members who are particularly good at talking to people, set them up as the "official greeter", people who go over and welcome people in.

11) For advertising, try the international student clubs and the international student office at the university, they may have a computerized internet listserve. We get TONS of students from that. We also blanket the dorms with posters.
BACDS Plans For Mendocino

By Sharon Green

Here's another option for those wanting an intense dance & music & party camp experience this summer: consider one of the two dance weeks offered at Mendocino Woodlands by the Bay Area Contra Dance Society.

American Week, July 1-5, offers contra & squares with Cis Hinkle & George Marshall (of Wild Asparagus fame). couple dancing with the illustrious Richard Powers. clogging with Kyla Brooke, singing with Margaret Ann Martin (who was a great hit when we were on staff at Mainewoods last summer) and the music of Footloose, KGB, and Mary Lea and Jim Oakden.

English Week, July 8-15. I have an incredible staff—Helene Cornelius, the wonderful leader of CDC Boston Center's English program; Robin Hayden from Amherst, who led this November's BACDS Fall Ball; Tom Kruskial, founder of remarkable display dance teams for young people that have transformed Morris and rapper dancing back East; Robert Moir from England, a fine Playford teacher; Shira Kammen leading workshops in singing and band; plus New York's The Flying Romanos, Mary Lea and Jim Oakden from American Week, and our own Noel Cragg, Charlie Hancock, and that grand master of the piano, Chuck Ward. Far more workshops than anyone could possibly handle, plus late night ventures into couple dancing and international folk.

For more info, see www.bacds.org or sharon.green@post.harvard.edu

Workshop Albanian Fokldances
At Sarande, at the beautiful Ionian Coast
Southern Albania

14th — 20th of May 2006

Lessons by professional teachers from the Academy of fine arts, Tirana and the National Ensemble of Folklore

Live music, special folklore excursions to Gjorkester, CD, Dance-descriptions, lectures and many other extra's

Accommodation: Hotel on the seaside, full board

Special folklore roundtrip 21th - 27th of May optional

Bulletin:

Dancing at Max's Farm!

The tradition of July 4th and Labor Day dancing at Max's Farm will continue! Details to follow, but right now we need some volunteers to help with set up and other odd jobs. Please contact Mel Mann at meldancing@aol.com.

Anyone know how to make sticky buns?

Let's Dance! — May/June, 2006